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The Trouble with Synthetic Voices

u High tech communication aids struggle to preserve 
the identity of the individual due to generic, 
impersonal synthetic voices.  

u Inability to accept an alternative voice has been 
cited as reason for communication aid 
abandonment amongst people with MND (Murphy 
2004).

“I mean, you are your voice, aren’t you? I mean, you 
can sit in a wheelchair, but if you can still communicate 

then, it’s still you that’s doing the talking. So yeah, it’s 
really just that it’s… it’s so your personality as well.”

- Carole



Voice By Choice



Scale of Problem

u Estimated 0.05% of UK population (32,500) could 
benefit from voice output communication aid (VOCA)

u However true figure is not known, likely greater

u Target groups include neurodegenerative conditions, 
Brain Injury, Laryngeal/Oral Cancer, congenital 
conditions e.g. Cerebral Palsy

u Spans across the ages



Voice banking
u Voice banking is a means of recording an individual’s voice to 

enable a personalised synthetic voice to be generated for use 
in a communication aid.

u Different to ‘Message banking’ or ‘Vocal Legacy’

u Specially selected sentences capture speech sounds – not all 
words need to be recorded.

u Not a perfect replica of natural speech, a computerised version 
of a person’s voice. 

u Sentences recorded at home using own computer and 
affordable microphone.

u Recorded in own time over a period of days/weeks.
u Once sentences complete, synthetic voice generated and 

returned to individual



Voice banking
u Services already exist, however require extensive amounts 

(>3 hours) of clear speech.

u Can be exhausting or impossible for those with 
degenerative conditions, particularly where fatigue or 
dysarthria an issue.

u Any impairment in speech will be replicated in synthetic 
voice.

u Best done as early as possible, however may be difficult to 
come to terms with idea of voice loss.



Voice banking Services
Service Amount of 

recording
Cost Repair 

capability?
Comments

c. 6 hours £100 No Available on iPad 
but only through 
Predictable app –
additional £159.99

c. 4 hours
(although lower 
quality 40 min 
service 
available)

£499.99 No Not available on 
iPad

c. 30 – 90 minutes £2,119 No Available on iPad 
but only through
Proloquo4Text app –
additional £129.99

c. 5 - 7 hours £1,130 No – however 
offer ‘bespoke’ 
voices

Available on iPad 
through own 
VocaliD app

c. 10 mins - 3 
hours

Free No New research
group, only works 
on Lyrebird website



Speak:Unique

u Unique over other existing methods
u Recording time much shorter (c 1 hour max)
u Ability to ‘repair’ impaired voices
u Create unique voices for those who may never 

have had one

u University of Edinburgh collaborative project
u School of Informatics & Euan MacDonald 

Centre for MND Research



Crowdsourcing an “Average” Voice

u Accent similarities can be 
exploited.

u Rather than collecting several 
hours of speech from one 
person, Speak:Unique method 
collects short amounts of speech 
from several people.
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Crowdsourcing an “Average” Voice

u Accent similarities can be 
exploited.

u Rather than collecting several 
hours of speech from one 
person, Speak:Unique method 
collects short amounts of speech 
from several people.

For Example:

We would blend several short 
recordings of men from Edinburgh…

…To create an Edinburgh male 
Average Voice Model (AVM)



Donor Voicebank

u Record large number of 
speakers with different age, 
gender & accent.

u At least 20 speakers required to 
build specific AVM.

u Range of AVMs available 
improves similarity of synthetic 
voice to individual’s original 
voice.

u Over 1500 donors to date.



Building a Personalised Voice

Take a sample of 
your own personal 
“colour”…



Building a Personalised Voice

Take a sample of 
your own personal 
“colour”…

… add it to the most 
appropriate “base 
paint”...

…and you have your 
own personal “paint”.
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Voice Repair

Any impairment 
in the individual’s 
speech is 
replicated in the 
voice model

Individual’s
Original 

Recording

Individual’s voice 
model learned 
from disordered 

speech 
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Voice Repair

Individual’s
Original 

Recording
A donor’s voice 
can be used to 
“repair” the 
individual’s voice 
model

Transforming the 
individual’s 

voice from this… 

… to a 
repaired 
synthetic 

voice



Research to Service

uCurrent model: 
u Participants travel to sound-proof 

recording studio in Anne Rowling Clinic
u + High quality recordings
u + Personal approach
u - High demand on staff time
u - Limits access for patients



Research to Service

u Clinical Pilot: 
u Scottish Government 

funded pilot in 2017

u Technology operated 
by non-expert 
clinicians in local 
clinics and homes

u Maintain personal 
approach

u Increases access for 
patients



Clinical Pilot

u 46 participants with a range of conditions were 
recorded as part of the study, of which 28 were 
pwMND.

u 5 families and 6 SLTs participated in qualitative 
interviews.

u Both participants and clinicians reported on the 
ease and value of conducting recordings at 
home.



Voice and Identity
Participants expressed a desire to preserve identity and the positive impact on relationships: 

“I didn’t appreciate how important [my voice] was, until it started to change… it was no longer 
the faithful friend that it had been.”

- Michael
“Voice is such an important part of identity. It’s not something I thought about, until I faced it. Do 

you ever phone your Mum and you say ‘it’s me’ and she knows? From that one thing.”
- Bill

However, participants also reflected on the difficulties accepting a synthetic voice generally:
“That’s the hardest thing to deal with. To deal with not hearing that voice anymore… It was lovely, 

very gravelly. I’ve always been attracted to his voice and it’s hard not hearing it. It’s sad.”
- Keith’s wife

“I didn’t want him to get started with that [the voice recording] until... I wanted to keep him using 
his voice for as long as he can.”

- Ross’ wife
“Having a voice that sounds a bit like them seems to be very appealing and I can absolutely get 
that, but in a previous job, with a patient who knew of the project in the early stages, it was going 

on in Edinburgh and has said, ‘if it’s not my voice, if it’s not coming out of me, I don’t want it 
coming out of a machine’ and had a very different perspective on it...”

- Nic, SLT



Preserving Identity

Jim Original Jim Synthetic

“Really sounds like me!” 
– Jim

“Sounds just right, just like 
him. I’m surprised how good 

it is!” – Jim’s wife

Score: Naturalness 4/5; 
Intelligibility 5/5; Similarity 

5/5

Peter Original Peter Synthetic

“I’m surprised – it does
actually sound like me!”

- Peter

Score: Naturalness 4/5; 
Intelligibility 4/5; Similarity 

5/5



Preserving Identity

u Overall, participants 
more closely 
identified with their 
personalised 
synthetic voices than 
generic ones.

u However variation in 
quality of recording; 
gaps in our donor 
bank; and issues with 
voice integration into 
devices impacted 
scores.



Research to Service
u Clinical Pilot: 

u Scottish Government 
funded pilot in 2017

u Technology operated 
by non-expert 
clinicians in local 
clinics and homes

u Maintain personal 
approach

u Increases access for 
patients

u Service:
u Take simple delivery to 

the next level as a clinical 
service in 2019

u Remote, web-based 
recording and voice 
delivery with online 
support or local volunteer 
where needed

u Potential for NHS to buy 
into service, or offered 
privately to individuals 
directly



Continuing Research

u2019 also to see start of Junior 
Voicebank

uCreate bank of child voices to enable 
“unique” synthetic voices to be created

uYounger and older child voices
uAging with the child



Speak:Unique AAC app
u Betty, 78 year old female with 

MND
u Speech is now dysarthric but 

relatively good hand function, 
although some spasticity

u Betty is aware of iPads as her 
grandchildren have them, 
however has never really used one 
before

u She would like to minimise the 
amount of typing she needs to do, 
particularly for things she says a lot 
e.g.:
u “Did you have a good day at 

school Pheobe?”
u “Can you collection my 

prescription for me?”

u She also wants to be able to show 
her messages to her husband as 
he has a mild hearing impairment, 
but his eyesight is also 
deteriorating

SRecorder
u John Demo, 35 year old male who 

read about the Speak:Unique
project on Twitter and would like 
to donate his voice

u John is a web designer and 
confident with computers

u He was born and brought up in 
Edinburgh, where he still lives


